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Highlights

•Premodern Ireland offers a construction 
human/animal boundary-making and resistance

•The Skellig Michael experiment intentionally 
challenged the humanity project



Making Sense of 
PreModern Human-
Nonhuman Relations

• Marx and historical materialism
• Inequalities and the ideologies that 

maintain them emerge from economy
• Speciesism emerges with sexism under 

hunting, evolves with classism under 
agricultural & feudal systems (Nibert 
2002)

• Critical animal studies and the 
construction of human and animal 
as symbolic categories

• “Civilization” project defined human 
characteristics as distinct from other 
animals

• Colonization key to process (Ko 2019)



Medieval Ireland

• Not reached by Roman 
colonizers

• But Christianity took hold by the 
400s

• Colonized by Vikings, Normans, 
and later British

• Irish Church marched to the 
beat of its own drum

• On the outskirts of Christendom
• Blend of indigenous Gaelic 

paganism and Roman Catholicism 



Medieval Ireland

• Pre-Christian Ireland was cattle 
economy

• Shift from Celticism to 
Christianity included shift from 
species semi-egalitarianism to 
anthropocentrism

• Uneven process…
• Ireland itself on the boundary of 

known world / Christendom



Skellig Michael

• Founded between 6th and 8th c.
• Off Co Kerry
• National bird reserve
• UNESCO Site 



Why the Skellig?

• Isolated, difficult to reach
• On the border of the known 

world
• Water has pagan/Celtic 

significance
• Birds have pagan/Christian 

significance



Brendan the 
Navigator

• Fabled to have traveled 
the Atlantic in search of 
the Garden of Eden

• Met humans and 
animals who resisted 
taxonomic expectations



Saint Michael
• Saints often mythologized to support new species 

ideologies
• Many saints and monks were vegetarian or 

vegan

• Saint Michael was often depicted as 
vanquishing a dragon

• Said to have allied with Saint Patrick in 
banishing demons from Ireland

• Speaks to uneasy relationship between spiritual 
life, life on earth, and human animality



Life at Skellig Michael

• Like other hermitages, it purposely eschewed 
civilization and embraced asceticism

• Encouraged communion with natural world 
and the divine

• Subsistence living
• Gardening
• “Hunting”
• Shelter in rock huts
• Skeletal remains show hardship



Becoming Animal
• Living in cavernous huts 

built into the rock face
• Birds living amongst them 

as companions, in huts, in 
graves

• Navigation perilous and 
animalistic
• Stooping, scrambling 



Becoming Human

• Abandoned in 14th c.
• Little Ice Age
• Reform of Irish Church 

• Anglo-Norman colonialism
• Premised on Irish 

“barbarity”
• New rules of behavior 

and value systems 
solidified what it meant 
to be human (i.e. 
civilized)



Post-Medieval Skellig Michael

• Remained pilgrimage site through 19th c.
• Harmoniousness of human/animal existence 

challenged
• Entered modern era with construction of 

lighthouse in 1820s
• Now a pilgrimage site for tourists and Star Wars 

fans

• Climate change, tourism, and pollution have 
humanized site

• Remains important holdout for birds



Conclusion

• Ireland is an interesting case study in the 
construction of humanity and animality

• Skellig Michael is an example where the 
boundary was still experimental

• The medieval world reminds us that the 
species divide is a modern invention which is 
permeable and malleable

• The boundary is political
• Facilitated Anglo-Norman conquest
• As well as British colonization 16th c. – 19th c.


